
Accessories

Handcrafted in San  
Diego, CA, Allett’s RFID 
Sport Wallet conveys 
a minimalist aesthetic, 
perfect for travel or 
everyday use. Stash up 
to 10 cards plus cash and 
business cards into the 
wallet, which is built with 
high-end RFID-blocking 
technology to keep your 
identity and credit cards 
safe from wandering eyes. 
MSRP $39.95 

Unlike storage and cleaning cases for 
dentures only, Archtek’s small and portable 
Dental Bath with Mini Cleaning Brush can 
be used for orthodontic retainers, athletic 
mouth guards, grind guards, partials and 
dentures. Fill the case with water to soak 
and brush dental appliances clean. Drain the 
bath via vent holes. Clip the nubbed brush to 
the inside of the case. Viola! Dental hygiene 
maintained on-the-fly. MSRP $4.49

CCL Security introduces the Travel Lock 
947 series, a TSA-accepted luggage lock with 
Searchalert® Indicator. Featuring durable 
cast zinc-alloy construction, the lock has a 
patented security window, flexible cable and a 
set of key cards (1 credit card and 1 key chain 
size). The 947 series is available in black, 
pewter and red. MSRP $19

Perfect for the 
busy exec, Cool-It 

Caddy’s product 
line of compact carry 

all cases features a built-in 
coolant system to ensure cosmetics, 

snacks and lip balms stay cool for those running 
to and from meetings, airports and commuter trains throughout the 
day. The caddy comes in various colors and shapes and features top-
opening access with zippered closure. Shown is the Cool-It Caddy for 

Men. MSRP $29.95

Here is the James Bond of blazers: 
ExOfficio’s Men’s Ometto Blazer with 
classic styling comes in a stretchable 
fabric with DWR Teflon Shield+ that 

makes this jacket wind-, water-, stain- 
and wrinkle-resistant. Lightweight and 

quick-drying, it has an interior 6-pocket 
travel system and hidden security 

zippers. In cigar heather and black 
heather, this blazer can weather the 
elements and still show up to dinner 

looking sharp. MSRP $175
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Accessories may be small but they add big benefits to your travels: charging electronics, 

organizing clothing, protecting tech gear, keeping your identity safe – basically working 

hard on your behalf so you can be more productive in your business.  By Kathy Witt

Go Travel 
puts power 
in the palm of 
your hand with its Slim 
Power Bank, a handy emergency charger as compact as a credit 
card yet powerful enough to fully charge a smartphone in just 
1.5 hours. Slip it into your wallet or shirt pocket for easy access 
to power on the move. With its micro-USB charging cable, you 
can charge from a laptop or other USB adapter and achieve a full 
charge for the device in just three hours. MSRP $19.99

Haiku’s Mini RFID Wallet, shown in river floral print, is beauty in 
simplicity. Petite and secure, the wallet has built-in RFID shield 

protection, interior ID holder and card pocket and an elastic 
enclosure. It is offered in a 
variety of colors, patterns 

and prints, including desert 
bloom, cactus, bittersweet 

and black. MSRP $15

The Dual Comfort Microbead Pillow 
from LCI Brands is unique 

in that one side consists 
of fleece and the other of 

spandex, offering the ability 
to cool or warm. This makes 

it perfect for airplanes 
and cars, which often 

fluctuate in temperature. 
The microbead filling also 

allows wearers to customize 
its shape for maximum comfort. 

MSRP $17.49

Keep your valuables 
close to your heart 

with the aLOKSAK Neck 
Caddy by LOKSAK. aLOKSAK 

bags are 100% water-, air-, 
sand-, snow-, dust- and humidity-proof and feature a hermetic double 

zipper locking system. Tuck phone, passport, wallet and other valuables into 
the Neck Caddy (shown). The clear, pliable plastic allows you to quickly identify 
your items – and you can even work your touchscreen electronics through the 

bag. LOKSAK also offers a personalized logo program. MSRP $9.99

Men can travel with their own grooming 
essentials with JD Zip™ Men’s/Unisex 
Travel Kit by LollyZip®. The kit’s crush-
resistant spray bottle, squeeze bottles 
and clear jars are easy to fill and easy 
to dispense, and feature a no-leak valve. 
This TSA-accepted quart-size kit includes 
a funnel and spatula. MSRP $29.95
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Keep clothes and luggage organized with Olympia’s 
3-Piece Packing Cube Set from Luggage America. 
Durable and washable, the set has a mesh panel for easy 
identification of contents and ventilation and is perfect 
for keeping dirty clothes separate from clean ones. The 
cubes come in three sizes – small/10”, medium/12” and 
large/14” – and in color choices gray, mint, peach and 
purple. MSRP $60

Accessories

Mancini’s luxurious Business/Credit 
Card Case from its TESORO Collection 
automatically “serves” you your cards by 
simply lifting the flap. In hand-stained Italian 
top grain leather that exudes classic elegance, this 
wallet also features the latest RFID-blocking technology to ensure 
your data and cards are safe. The special metallic layer integrated 
into the card slot prevents thieves from electronically reaching into 
your wallet. It comes in tan and brown. MSRP $52

From 
Nuline 

Concepts, 
Inc. is the 

Power Blade by 
Yatra, the world’s 

thinnest power bank 
with a thickness of 

only 5.2 mm. Engineered 
to adapt to virtually all 
devices, it detects your 

power needs and delivers fast 
charging for up to two devices 

simultaneously. A specially created USB port mechanism, utilizing 
a proprietary “Pop Up” design system, gives the battery bank its 

thinness. Universal binder holes allow extra mobility. $79.99

The Montenero Phone Wallet 
showcases one of Oro Classics’ 
finest designs. Made with a 
premium leather material and 
high craftsmanship stitching, 
this luxury case is equipped with 
three credit card slots, an ID card 
slot and a storage component 
to stash cash. Personal 
information stored on ID and 
credit cards is protected by Oro 
Classics’ iGuard. MSRP $55.99

Pelican Products introduces its next-
generation rugged Pelican ProGear™ Vault 

cases for the Apple iPad Air 2 and iPad mini 
1/2/3. Crafted with the same tried-and-true 

DNA found in all Pelican™ products, the 
Vault provides the ultimate suit of armor 

without sacrificing device functionality. 
Made with high quality polycarbonate and 

an elastomeric copolymer rubber interior to 
absorb impact, this slim and lightweight case 

is dustproof, water-resistant, shock-absorbent 
and drop-tested. MSRP $99.95/$79.99
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Traveling abroad? Charge your mobile 
devices with the Royce Leather 
International Travel Adapter, the only 
adapter you’ll need for charging in 
almost any country. Compact and 
portable, its 2.1 AMPs provide fast 
charging and, with dual USB ports,  
you can simultaneously power up  
to three devices. The charger  
comes in a black Saffiano  
leather case. MSRP $70

Accessories

Strap extra bags safely over rolling carry-ons for 
space-saving and convenient transport with the 

Smooth Trip Carry-On Strap by Talus. Simply buckle 
the bottom strap around the luggage handle and 

the top strap around the telescoping handle to 
secure briefcase, messenger bags, packs or totes 

over rolling luggage. The quick-release buckles are 
large and the elastic top strap adjusts up to 36” to 

secure both small and large bags. MSRP $10

The All-In-One Adapter Plug Set by 
Travel Smart by Conair safely charges 

most smartphones, MP3s and other 
electronic devices, including iPhones 

and iPods. The set includes three 
compact, durable adapter plugs and one 

USB port and is adaptable to nearly all 
electrical outlets throughout the world. 

The plugs conveniently snap together 
for easy storage. MSRP $19.99

The Tri-Fi is a palm-
size portable Wi-Fi 
hotspot that can give 
Internet access to up 
to 10 devices anywhere 
in the world. It is also a power 
bank that can charge all your devices 
without being plugged into a power source so you 
never have to run out of battery life again. The Tri-Fi can be used 
with any data SIM inside but WorldSim includes its worldwide 
data SIM so users can get online in over 165 countries – and for 
up to 85% less than they are currently paying with their provider. 
MSRP $164.99 (includes a worldwide data SIM and $30 credit)

Zensah® Fresh Legs Travel Socks combine 
compression technology with fun designs 

in travel socks that are stylish and 
practical. Featuring a seamless design 

and super-soft fabric, the socks are 
available in five patterns ranging 

from classic stripes to chevron 
argyle, along with different color 
options to add flair to any outfit. 

Zensah’s fabric is embedded with 
silver ions to eliminate odors and 

provide temperature control, 
while the fabric’s moisture 

wicking properties keep feet 
dry all day long. MSRP $29.99

Please see the  
Buyer’s Guide  

on page 58 for  
a directory of the  
companies whose  

products are included  
in this feature.
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